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EXA is a VR rhythm game that lets you play music. Compose your own songs, record loops of your performance, and design new instruments in an infinite, virtual-reality space. Turn your personal creativity into music that enriches the
world around you. The Game has three primary modes to help you focus and concentrate: EXA-GATE: The "Gate" mode allows you to create and play instruments in a simple, quick, and relaxing way. EXA-COLLABORATOR: The
"Collaborator" mode, similar to what is found in the desktop version of the game, allows you to create and design instruments, then share them with other people. EXA-REMIXER: The "Remixer" mode allows you to assemble full EXA
performances with other players. Follow a prepared "Tempo" pattern in your head, and link it to a song. Watch it play out as the songs and instruments that play are automatically adjusted.EXA-VR: EXA-VR provides full support for the
HTC Vive (with the AudioASP protocol) and Oculus (with SteamVR) in addition to the Oculus Touch controllers. EXA-VR also supports Google Cardboard, even in landscape mode.EXA-SEQUENZER: Sequencer allows you to add or modify
notes within loops. Loop playback is synchronous, so the "robot" performer will play the exact notes that you performed.EXA-MOBILE: For mobile devices, EXA-VR provides a new, responsive, touchscreen-based experience, fully
integrated with the rest of the game.EXA is available now for HTC Vive (with AudioASP), Google Cardboard, Oculus (with SteamVR) and mobile devices. Supported platforms: Android, iOS, (subscription is required for mobile). Installing
EXA: - Use Virtual-Tobii or Oculus 360 video player to watch the tutorial video if you don't have an Oculus device. - Install this app (EXA-VR) on HTC Vive device or Oculus Touch, and launch the EXA-VR app. - If you have already played
EXA with this app, you can skip the tutorial. - If you have an Oculus device and you already played EXA with AudioASP or AudioSteam, you can skip the tutorial. EXA-VR tutorial: EX
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The HD 1.6 version of Outbreak: The Nightmare Chronicles that was not released outside of Japan on PC, Mac and UMD
English language options
12 exclusive CG Music tracks (5 PvE and 7 PvP)
New Special Missions that are longer than in the Japanese version (11 vs 14)
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Legend of Ball is a HTML5 mobile game designed for both mobile devices and tablets. Legends tells the tale of an adventurous boy who acquires his new magical powers and throws himself into the action. His objective is to search the
universe for his missing father, a legendary wizard. You'll have to make sure you can set the world on fire, fly or jump great heights to accomplish the tasks. Your aim is to jump as far and high as possible. Select your power, light the
torch and jump! Features: • Completely free! • Awesome visuals and music. • Easy and intuitive controls. • An original and fun game. Reviews: » 4.0/5 — Gamezebo » 4.0/5 — Game Vortex » 4.0/5 — Game Observer About this Game:
I've been making Tower Defense games since 2007 and by the luck of the Gods I've never encountered a Robot Apocalypse. But I had the idea to create a Tower Defense game similar to Legend of Kaval, and mix the classical Tower
Defense System with the strategy of a sports game like a Chess. So, I finally found the solution to both questions, and my first Tower Defense with Chess was born. Reviews: » 1.5/5 — Softgames » 4/5 — Pocket Tactics » 4/5 —
Gamezebo » 4/5 — Game Vortex About this Game: Combining the addictive action of a gameboy, the simplicity of a board game, this game will charm you. The aim of the game is to control the ball through all level in order to reach the
goal before the time. Consists of different level you will have to escape the traps and reach the goal in order to pass. With the game you can unlock new levels and modes. Main Features: - 9 Different levels - Unlock new levels - 50
thrilling achievements - New levels and game modes to unlock in every chapter - Easy to control - Intuitive Controls About this Game: Marbles is a tile-based physics game in which you have to move marbles across a 4x4 board in order
to move a marble ball to the score box. How to play: Each time you remove marbles, you will lose points in the scorebox. Make sure you manage your marbles carefully, because if you drop a marble you will lose 10 points. Single
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Dive into the fascinating world of worms and get ready to pull their legs! Kill the worms and feed them to the hungry fish. A little extra bonus: You can turn the level you are playing into a peaceful park! Try to survive as long as you can
in this cool Worm-Pulling-Action Game! Battle with a sea monster, ride a boat or send a spear through his heart!In the non-stop battle game you can move fast through the randomly generated maze and earn the needed items by
beating the enemies. There are even more waves of enemies on the way!Check out the search features at: Hey yo, as you have guessed, here it is… MOBILE MARKETING for you. This time we’ll show you all the best and the coolest
apps to get your customers hooked on your social media. Youtube: Instagram: Facebook: Pinterest: Twitter: Like our Facebook: For Business Enquiries: email@mobilemarketing.com About: Mobile Marketing works with clients from
around the world to make them more famous and more money through pop-culture. We do this by strictly adhering to their brand guidelines. Many marketers have limited resources and lack the time to get all of their marketing
channels in order, leave it all to us. We’ve got a team of professionals with over 50 years of experience writing, pitching, and creating strategies for some of the biggest clients in the world. MOBILE PILOT 4-LANDING PILOT - Is your
mobile phone piloting you? The Black Widow movie trailer "pilot-navigation" Game Subscribe and visit our website: --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Main-Channel:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Our Social Media: Facebook: Twitter:
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Looking for the best wooden pipes on the market right now? Look no further. Crafted from North American Spruce wood they are beautiful to behold and perfect for smoking out of. You'll be able to
create stunning and diverse smoke patterns because of their flexibility. The British made and fashioned Dread Hunger Pipe's lightweight shaft and easy to hold and retain heat give you the best chance
at capturing that deep smoky flavor from the herbs you fill your pipe with. The Dread Hunger Wooden Pipe uses a classic look, but its modern construction is what sets it apart from other pipes on the
market. *10x wooden briar mouthpiece.*109cc base.*Custom designed 3D Intense Relief Pipe Bowl.*Hand-stamped date on the bottom of the Dread Hunger Pipe. Dimensions: H: 7 cm Diameter:.7 cm B: 6
cm Please allow between three to five days for your order to ship. Turbulenn Wooden Pipes Looking for the best wooden pipes on the market right now? What do you get when you combine the amazing
aroma and smooth taste from top grade glass with a beautifully crafted and made to be durable Turbulenn pipe? The Turbulenn Wooden Pipe in fact is that. Together they create the ultimate in a pipe
experience. They are crafted to last from white ash mixed glass and crafted to order, using premium exotic hardwoods. These pipes are nothing short of a dream creation. *12 inch Heavy Briar
Mouthpiece.*A retractable stem incorporating glass.*Top Grade Glass*Crafted by hand to order.*3 piece kit is most often made up of the Pipe and the Crown in the same style. But can be either in both
Glass and wood. Dimensions: 55 x 10mm Length: 8 cm*three optional rings* Grey Label Bluewater Bluewater is the alloy compatible version of Trench Gun's popular line of pipes known as Trenchwood.
The Bluewater line offers some of the same qualities as their Trenchwood brethren, with some additional differences. Perhaps most significantly, Bluewater has greater strength and durability than the
Trenchwood line. This is due to the fact that Bluewater is blended from aluminum and titanium rather than just steel that Trenchwood is made of. As a result, Bluewater is stronger than Titanium, while
giving off a tone that is lighter than that of Aluminum, making it one of the most comfortable and delicate pipes on the market. 
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The King requires the help of brave warriors to defeat an immortal necromancer. In this game you will be accompanied by a player from the next generation of knights, meaning your help is guaranteed. What
awaits you are tombs of stone temples, which have many rooms and secret entrances, with connected halls. A maze of mysterious necromancy. The game features permanent death. You will enter the
dungeons with the most faithful knight (because a way is closed to the door, you will be dead.) The player with whom you entered a dungeon will release you from the dungeon and you will continue the path
to defeat the enemy. If you die before the end of the game, your ally will report this to the King and he will find a way for a new knight to enter the dungeon and continue the fight. And the good news: it will
be your way, you can save yourself at any time. How to play? Play as a knight and bravely conquer the dungeons. Survive the first encounter with the enemy, you will then have the chance to finish him off. It
will be difficult, deadly and cruel, as you can see, you are fighting undead. For as long as you have the courage and desire to survive, you can protect your future. The most important thing to remember: the
longer you stay alive, the more you will be stronger. Each player can choose his starting point from several options. They are as follows: - New Game: enter the level without any preparations at all. - Choose
weapons: you will receive two weapons at the start of the game. Depending on the choice of weapons (different type), the game plays a little differently. - The weapon: sword, mace, axe or hammer (based on
the time of year). The type of weapon you choose will affect the number and size of the enemies encountered in the first levels of the dungeon. - Basic Equipment: each level you will start out with a set of
basic equipment items. The choice of items will affect the battle. - Melee weapons: sword, mace, axe or hammer. Each type of weapon has a unique and distinctive combat style. - Spell staves: if the first
dungeon has at least one Necromancer, then he will automatically have a spell stave. The purpose of this is to help you through the difficult initial part of the game. - Armor and clothes: each weapon has its
own benefits for certain types of armor.
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